EVENTS OF MARCH-2012
We are again in problem with the unity of teachers of the school as the self-ego has
dominated among them. Teachers have started having hatredness among one another.
Helpers said that teachers never interact among themselves.
The problem has been brought before the principal.
He has clearly studied the issue and it is just because of accepting others view about work.
These were list of exercises which are being given to the children and when it was brought out
by the teacher in charge of this month there were disputes. For every single action, memo
there were severe quarreling.
Teachers quarreled before the principal and tried to justify. Dr.Madeswaran made
Mr.M.Ganesan to listen to their shouting and then allowed them gets settled on their own.
The problem is with the system we have followed for the past 1 year because of handling
various other projects. Each month one teacher will be the principal. When the concerned

person pin points the issues others have not taken the problem as the school’s problem but it
is the problem with the person. They all are identifying the person not the issue.
It was very hard for us to handle the situation and we have given them the aspects of working
ethics and teaching.
Dr.Pradheep has advised to make them get aware about the issues which are really happening
among their minds which will disturb their external life.
It is very important to make them to get settled. At the same time it is also very important to
think about many other projects without proper care taker.
We feel very unhappy to say about the quality of reports which the staff members have made
and we are just postponing the report day.
We are getting reflected with the tough term in making reports as the teachers are wasting
their timing in fighting.
The village in charge family for the school is least worried about all these issues. All these are
real lessons for anyone in this Earth to begin a service.
We have to hand over the key to the new house owner Mr.Kandhavel on March 31st. We need
to start pay the rent from this month to him and we spoke to him about the fresh agreement.
He is a good person and he has first agreed to give the school for 1 more year.
We also feel very unhappy and not sharing how people within our own family behave very
badly in case of public service.
The end of 5th year is very upsetting. The context of introducing the Uni5 syllabus has to face
all these challenges. It is all unexpected. But we are facing all these tough timings and assisting
our own family and staff members to evolve with positive attitude to serve with harmony. This
is the real spirituality!
With lot of hope we are moving towards the end of the year and trying our best to evolve our
self.
A good spirit of work will never get fades away! Let us wait and see….

